
Hi there. This is a project I'd like you to have a go at please.

I want you to draw me a plan of your home. Unless you have a very small 
home, or a very large piece of paper, you will have to draw it to a scale. So 
that all the plans you send in are equal in size I am going to have a fixed 
scale. Our scale is going to be 1 metre = 3 centimetres.

This means that if you have a measure of 1 metre, when you draw your 
plan, you draw it as 3 centimetres. Now I don't think any of you are going to
live in a house that is 1 metre long and 1 metre wide so you will have to do 
a little bit of maths. I'm sure your teacher will help you. 

Once you have drawn a plan of the rooms, I would like you to put some 
furniture in. However I don't want all your furniture, I just want the 
following:

• in the lounge and/or dining room – chair, sofas, tables, desks, units
• in the kitchen – any of cooker, washing machine, dryer, fridge, 

freezer, dishwasher
• in the bedrooms – beds and cupboards
• in the bathroom – bath, basin and toilet (unless it's in a different room)

On your plan, put in any or all of the above (drawn to scale of course) and 
mark them with a single letter or two. You will then explain the code on 
your plan. For example BD-bed, B-bath, BS=basin. You can put the room 
names in full on the plan.

I know this is a bit complicated so I made Richard do a plan of his home, 
well our home sometimes, so you could see what it looks like before you 
draw yours. Your teacher will show this to you.

Thanks, Owlbut, sorry no room for me to sign this one.


